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“We have to let go of this notion that for Apple to 

win, Microsoft has to lose. […] The era of setting 

this up as a competition between Apple and 

Microsoft is over as far as I’m concerned.”

- Steve Jobs
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Now talking on #ubuntu

<Strom> Hey there…I’m having some trouble 

with ubuntu’s autoconfiguration on an older P4 

machine; would anyone mind giving me some 

assistance?
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Now talking on #ubuntu

<Strom> This ubuntu crap is totally fucking 

useless!  The autoconfiguration won’t work 

correctly on this P4 machine.  I don’t know why 

I’m wasting my time on this garbage.



Now talking on #ubuntu

<Strom> This ubuntu crap is totally fucking 

useless!  The autoconfiguration won’t work 

correctly on this P4 machine.  I don’t know why 

I’m wasting my time on this garbage.

<ubuntudude> Strom: what’s the problem?

<iheartlinux> Strom: It’s not garbage; maybe I 

can help you

<tux4ever> OMG I CAN HALP U 2

<marrymelinus> Linus is a dreamboat











How to Save the World

• Realize that technology doesn’t matter

• Discover that people are more important 

than machines or technology

• Stop building your identity around the 

tools you use

• Get away from the computer more often



“Fucking get a life.”

- mattrix






